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Sawday’s impact  
report 2020

Also part of the Sawday’s group are Canopy & Stars, who inspect and select the 

most inspiring places to stay in the great outdoors, for those in search of a life more 

wild. We believe in connecting people with nature because of the joy, benefits and 

importance it brings; our collection of over 850 places includes everything from a 

human-sized beehive, to floating cabins, treehouses and isolated bothies.  

OUR MISSION:  
Our mission is to ‘Bring together people and places of spirit and character for 

meaningful experiences and to have a positive social, cultural and environmental 

impact’ 

HOW WE WORK:  
We were founded on strong principles about the way travel should be, how people 

ought to be treated and the role businesses can play in their communities. We are 

majority employee-owned and part-owned by a charitable trust that donates to 

projects and organisations dedicated to improving the relationship between travel 

and the environment. We are committed to doing business fairly: paying fair wages, 

promoting equality and diversity, and paying our taxes.  We are proud to be the first 

accommodation platform in the UK to achieve B Corp certification. 

 

Sawday’s have spent over 25 years finding, visiting and 
choosing brilliant places to stay across the UK and Europe.  
Our collection is a shortcut past the bland and impersonal to 
places crafted by people with a passion for hospitality. Every 
single B&B, hotel, inn and self-catering place on Sawday’s is 
visited by one of our team to make sure it’s truly special. 
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A word from  
our MD

However, we know that we must do more and 

must not rest on our laurels in ensuring our 

business is a force for good. I hope we can be 

an exemplar to others in our sector and region 

and support others in changing the way they 

conduct their business for the benefit of all. But 

we also want to learn how to be better too and 

we’ll do this by listening to all our stakeholders 

and communities, as well as employees, which 

of course is so important to us as we are 

majority employee owned. 

2020 has clearly been an exceptional year 

and despite the pressure on our business the 

pandemic has served as a reminder of how 

we must respond and support customers, 

communities and the wider environment. 

We’re delighted to end the year being part of the 

A year ago we were delighted to join B Corp and become certified 
with a score of 96.2. This was the start of our journey with B Corp, 
but in reality we’ve not changed much in the way we do business 
for over 25 years, where we’ve had people, communities and the 
environment at the heart of what we do. 

new B Corp Local Bristol & Bath group and we 

look forward to sharing ideas and encouraging 

others to be a better business. 

Our first report details our efforts in our first 

year of B Corp accreditation. We’ll use this 

report to benchmark ourselves and make 

this a springboard for inspiring us to develop 

improvements each year. 

We are proud of our first year of effort but it’s 

only a very small step in the right direction. We 

are positive we can help to effect change and 

influence others in making the right decisions 

and choices. 

 

Mike Bevens
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Sawday’s B Impact 
Assessment 
Certified B Corps achieve a minimum 
verified score on the B Impact 
Assessment—a rigorous assessment 
of a company’s impact on its workers, 
customers, community, and environment—
and make their B Impact Report 
transparent on bcorporation.net. We are 
really proud of our score of 96.2 but we will 
never stop trying to improve on it. 96.2

50.9 Median score for ordinary businesses

80 Qualifies for B Corp Certification

96.2 Sawday’s overall impact score7.3 Governance

54.4 Workers

4.8 Environment

27.1 Community

2.6 Customers

Score breakdown
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Our achievements  
to date
SAWDAY’S CHARITABLE TRUST & CHARITABLE GIVING 

We are 24% owned by a charitable trust charitable trust that supports projects 

and organisations dedicated to improving the relationship between travel and 

the environment 

This year the trust offered their support to two organisations at the forefront 

of visionary environmental campaigning: Extinction Rebellion and Stop 

Ecocide, with a £5000 donation to each organisation. This money will be 

used strictly for educational work and administration and is monitored by the 

European Climate Foundation. 

A £1000 donation was also made to the Travel Foundation - an organisation 

dedicated to tourism that benefits local people and protects the environment 

We continued to work with the Quartet Community Foundation. It researches 

and carries out charitable giving on behalf of local businesses and 

individuals. Until 2022 our donations will support the Forest of Avon Trust, 

which this year received £1000 towards their work bringing the benefits of 

trees to people in Bristol & Avon.

Extinction Rebellion has awoken the world to the desperate plight  

of the environment making a huge contribution to the global 

sustainability project.  

Stop Ecocide is working to have Ecocide adopted by the United Nations 

as a crime, to date it has been a civil offence punishable with fines. An 

imaginative and far reaching project Stop Ecocide is beginning to gain 

traction in gathering enough signatures to lead to a full UN debate.  
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HOLIDAYS FOR GOOD 

In April 2020, responding to the Coronavirus crisis, we launched 

#holidaysforgood to donate breaks to hundreds of frontline NHS workers.  

Over 200 two-night breaks at British hotels, B&Bs, cottages, treehouses and 

cabins were generously donated by Sawday’s and Canopy & Stars owners 

An additional £25,000 worth of Canopy & Stars vouchers were also offered to 

a further 500 NHS workers 

The campaign ran over three months and received in excess of 8000 

nominations
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TREE PLANTING  

We partnered with reforestation 

campaigners, Treesisters, a grassroots 

network planting trees in the tropics. All 

donations help to revive habitats, increase 

biodiversity and create local jobs. 

We launched the mission with a month- 

long Holiday Amnesty through Canopy & 

Stars, pledging to plant a tree for any holiday 

booked in 2019, whichever company it was 

booked through. 

Following the amnesty, Canopy & Stars 

committed to planting a tree for every 

booking taken and guests can also opt to 

“The trees funded so far will be planted in 11 projects across the 
tropics, providing vital habitat for endangered species as well as 

sustainable incomes for local communities.  
TreeSisters is a rallying cry for every business to take radical 

leadership on behalf of the planet by embedding trees into ongoing 
business models; with their goal of 1 million trees, Canopy & Stars are 

most definitely answering the call!.”

Cali White, Head of Business Partnerships, TreeSisters

make a donation to plant additional trees.  

We have worked with our community of 

owners to encourage tree-planting initiatives 

on their own land.  

With a different business model, Sawday’s 

has been encouraging guests to leave 

property reviews by planting trees for each 

review received. 

As of October 2020, we have funded the 

planting of over 35,000 trees.  

As part of the fight against the climate crisis, in summer 2019 we announced our 

mission to plant 1,000,000 trees by 2025 
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VOLUNTEERING

As a result, we set out to send 100% of the 

team on volunteering days to charities  

that support local community or 

environmental projects.  

20 members of the team took part in a full 

volunteering day in the local community. 

Half planted 100 trees with the Forest of 

Avon Trust (see picture right), whilst the 

others spent two days at a Brunel Care 

home for their ‘Cuppa & Company’ session 

which gives support to their dementia 

affected patients.  

10 employees visited Brean Beach to take 

part in the Surfers Against Sewage beach 

clean, filling over 8 bags of plastic rubbish 

and saving it from making its way to  

the ocean. 

Over lockdown, employees were encouraged 

to volunteer for Brunel Care’s ‘Friends on 

the phone’ programme. The telephone 

befriending opportunity supports the elderly 

with weekly chats over the phone, whilst 

more tailored community-based face to 

face support helps someone still unable or 

unwilling to leave their home with getting 

essential supplies. 

A number of employees signed up to mentor 

a young woman with Catalyst Change – a 

Bristol-based social enterprise supporting 

women to develop sustainability skills. They 

met with mentees regularly throughout the 

year to offer advice and support on future 

careers and CVs. 

Our employee co-owners would like the autonomy to make a meaningful impact; on our 

planet and people including the elderly, children and homeless. 
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SUSTAINABILITY TEAM 

Over the year, the team have been off-

setting the company’s carbon and have 

partnered with C-Level to do this. The main 

purpose is to reduce our carbon footprint, 

and ultimately become a carbon negative 

company. The team sent out company-wide 

surveys to understand how employees get 

to work, and to count up our mileage from 

inspections and other trips to off-set.  

We need to ensure that we are only working 

with partners and brands that share our 

ethical and environmental values. The 

team have been reviewing and rating 

suppliers, looking into any red flags and 

switching brands wherever  possible. They 

also encouraged other companies within 

the building to contribute for compost 

collection, which has meant minimising our 

landfill rubbish waste. 

One of the biggest initiatives for the team 

was to engage fellow co-owners to live 

and work more sustainably. The quarterly 

Sustainability Newsletter includes tips 

and tricks for reducing plastic waste and 

personal carbon emissions, highlights local 

shops, cafes and restaurants who are going 

the extra mile and recommends media for 

further education. 

Other activity includes; showing lunchtime 

films with an environmental message, 

second-hand clothes swaps and building 

a partnership with Chilly’s Bottles to 

encourage employees to buy a  

re-useable water bottle.

Employees are encouraged to sign up to join the Sustainability Team, who meet once a 

month to discuss environmental issues facing our business and office, and, of course the 

world itself.’

sawdays.co.uk10
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COMMUNITY CHAMPIONS 

Our Community Champions are not-for-

profit special places, who receive partially 

or fully subsidised Sawday’s membership as 

recognition for the causes or communities 

they support. Our marketing and PR mean 

they can focus less on making ends meet 

and more about doing good.   

The Community Champions were 

showcased as part of the Marketing Team’s 

2020 Travel Trends, encouraging guests 

to travel more purposefully. We published 

interviews with the properties on our content 

hub, Detour, and secured national press 

coverage in The Guardian. 

Some properties were offered consultations 

on how they can develop their businesses, 

and some employees have gone on to 

become long term volunteers. 

Our aim is to provide 25 bursaries to Sawday’s Community Champions, places that help 

to create thriving local communities. Prior to our certification, we had 2 Community 

Champions. We now have 4 with a further 2 in the pipeline before the end of 2020.  

“Sawday’s have provided invaluable support to the YMCA in Bristol, 
helping us to support young homeless people at The Bristol Wing. 

We rely on travellers, backpackers and tourists to generate the 
income that supports our work. Being a Sawday’s Community 

Champion helped us grow the commercial part of the business, they 
have been generous with their time and expertise to spread the word 

about what we are doing and to drive more bookings.”

Ben Silvey, Director, The Bristol Wing
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OTHER ACHIEVEMENTS: 

We became a Mindful employer.

In 2020 we registered as a Disability Confident Employer.

We are now officially recognised by The Living Wage Foundation as a 

Living Wage employer.

We ran a Menopause day to raise awareness and educate co-owners around  

the Menopause.

We have supported the University of Bristol, University of Middlesex and University 

of South Wales with research into employee ownership.

In the interests of transparency and community, we set up a Sawday’s Customer 

Advisory Group of owners to share best practice. A further group for Canopy & 

Stars is in the planning for 2021. 

sawdays.co.uk12
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20 members of the team took part in a full volunteering 

day in the local community.   

The team took part in a full volunteering day in the 

local community.  

Employee co-owners planted 100 trees with the 

Forest of Avon Trust and spent two days at a Brunel 

Care home for their ‘Cuppa & Company’ session 

which gives support and activities for their dementia 

affected residents. 

From January 2020, all co-owners have 1 day each 

year to give back to their local community or a cause 

close to their heart. Due to covid-19 we didn’t fulfil our 

aim for 100% of the team to volunteer but we aim to 

fulfil this goal by the end of 2021.  

Our impact strategy & the SDGs

IN 2019, WE SAID BY 2025 

IN 2020, WE DID THESE THINGS

We would send 100% of the team on volunteering 
days to charities that support local community or 
environmental projects. 

Through offering volunteering days, we 
want to create a positive culture within 
the company and give co-owners the 
agency to make a meaningful impact 
in the local community, which has a 
positive impact on wellbeing.  

IN 2019, WE SAID BY 2025 

IN 2020, WE DID THESE THINGS

We would provide bursaries to Sawday’s Community 
Champions by 2025, places that help to create thriving 
local communities. 

By offering bursaries to not-for-profit 
businesses, we are helping them to 
survive and thrive and benefit from 
the expertise we can offer, allowing 
them to focus on their mission.  

We now have 4 Community Champions and a further 2 in the 

pipeline before the end of 2020. 

Our Community Champions are not-for-profit special places, 

who receive partially or fully subsidised Sawday’s membership 

as recognition for the causes or communities they support. 

Our business and marketing support helps to spread the word 

about these projects, ensuring their continued success. 

IN 2019, WE SAID BY 2025 

IN IN 2020, WE DID THESE THINGS 

We would develop and implement strategies promoting 

undertourism and combatting overtourism. 

We have always been committed to promoting Slow Travel and 

have prioritised this message throughout the year.    

Encouraging travel to ‘off the beaten track’ destinations. 

Highlighting flight free ways to travel.

Inspiring visits to well-known destinations in quieter periods.  

Launching the concept of ‘Thoughtful Travel’ to our audience.  

Though promoting the idea of Slow and 
Thoughtful Travel, we are encouraging 
our guests to think about the impact 
they have on places they travel and 
how to enjoy them in a respectful and 
sustainable way.  

People and communities People and communities People and communities
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We did and achieved B Corp status with a score of 96.2!  

Our highest impact scoring area was ‘workers’ where 

we scored 54.4. This is an area where we pride 

ourselves highly and are always looking for ways to 

further improve this. 

We have started offsetting through a community 

project in Nicaragua called Communitree. The project 

aims to protect and restore indigenous forests with 

the support of local communities.  

Our impact strategy & the SDGs

IN 2019, WE SAID BY 2025 

IN 2020, WE DID THESE THINGS

We would become B Corp certified.  

Becoming B Corp is one of our proudest 
achievements and a huge opportunity for 
us to grow and learn from a supportive 
community of like-minded, businesses.  

By offering bursaries to not-for-profit businesses, 
we are helping them to survive and thrive and 
benefit from the expertise we can offer, allowing 
them to focus on their mission.  

People and communities Environment & nature Environment & nature 

We became a certified Carbon Balanced company with 

C-Level in February 2020. We will now offset our carbon 

emissions yearly. 

Led by our Sustainability Team we audited the whole 

business, looking at our office carbon footprint and the 

mileage from commuting, inspections and business trips. 

The purpose was to understand the areas where we could 

reduce our carbon footprint and to offset where this wasn’t 

possible.  

Our total carbon footprint was 55 tonnes of Co2 which 

consisted mainly of transport to inspections/owner 

gatherings. Knowing this, we are now encouraging the team 

to use lift-sharing and public transport where possible to 

reduce our fossil fuel emissions.  

IN 2019, WE SAID BY 2025 

IN 2020, WE DID THESE THINGS

We would become carbon negative. 

As a business founded on re-connecting 
people with the natural environment, 
tackling the impacts of climate change 
is a key part of our strategy. Carbon 
balancing is not ‘problem solved’ and 
is just one approach to becoming more 
aware of our consumption and outputs as 
a business.  

IN 2019, WE SAID BY 2025 

IN 2020, WE DID THESE THINGS

We would ensure our suppliers meet ethical and 
environmental standards 

Through reviewing our suppliers and 
their standards, our aim is to create 
clear transparency and be proud of 
who we partner with and the products 
we consume as a B Corp business. Our 
ethical checklist will be used to vet all 
new and existing suppliers. 

We created an ethical checklist and reviewed all our suppliers, 

partners and brands that we work with to ensure that they share 

our ethical and environmental values.   

The Sustainability Team reviewed and rated all our business 

suppliers giving each a score based on the 5 B Corp 

categories (governance, workers, community, environment and 

customers). 

We identified the pros and cons of each supplier and we plan 

to discuss these in 2021 and identify any red flags. 

We will now use this checklist when taking on any new 

suppliers to ensure they meet our standards. 
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Our impact strategy & the SDGs

Becoming B Corp is one of our proudest 
achievements and a huge opportunity 
for us to grow and learn from a 
supportive community of like-minded, 
businesses.  

By offering bursaries to not-for-profit businesses, 
we are helping them to survive and thrive and 
benefit from the expertise we can offer, allowing 
them to focus on their mission.  

Environment & nature Environment & nature Environment & nature 

IN 2019, WE SAID BY 2025 

IN 2020, WE DID THESE THINGS

We would plant 1,000,000 trees to help address the  

climate crisis 

We started this initiative in 2019 and as of October 2020, we 

have funded the planting of over 35,000 trees with the non-

for-profit organisation Tree Sisters.   

This has been achieved by planting one tree for every 

booking, a holiday amnesty, trees for reviews on Sawday’s 

and rallying our community of owners to start their own 

tree-planting initiatives on their land. 

We’ll continue to encourage our community to get involved 

and work together to help us reach our one million target. 

We are partnering with reforestation campaigners 

TreeSisters, because their tropical planting projects restore 

ecosystems, increase biodiversity and alleviate poverty 

whilst sequestering carbon to help mitigate climate change. 

Nature has, in many ways, given us our 
business. We want to give back. The threat 
posed to the environment by rising CO2 
levels is severe. The 2018 landmark UN 
report shows we now have only 11 years 
to address climate change. We believe 
tree planting is one of the most efficient 
and effective methods of doing so.  

  

Ecotricity partnership launched.  

We partnered with Ecotricity to guarantee Sawday’s and 

C&S owners the best commercial green tariffs and to make 

a donation of up to £60 (180 trees) to TreeSisters when 

they switch.  

Ecotricity was the world’s first green electricity company 

who predominantly generate green energy through their 

87.2 megawatt wind power portfolio. They also host a 

variety of environmental initiatives such as their Eco labs, 

a British bee project and are also leading the global green 

electricity movement.  

We hope to encourage all our owners to make the switch 

to green energy and give them support to do so as a small 

independent business.  

IN 2019, WE SAID BY 2025 

IN 2020, WE DID THESE THINGS

We would encourage green energy usage by all owners 

We want to use our platform to encourage 
owners to switch to green energy and 
make wider efforts against climate 
change. Ecotricity share our values in 
using renewable energy and we believe 
joining up with businesses is integral to 
encouraging other businesses to adopt 
similar partnerships. 

Our charitable trust was formed in 2019 and this year we have 

supported two organisations at the forefront of environmental 

campaigning: Extinction Rebellion and Stop Ecocide.   

Both organisations received a £5k donation to support their 

educational work.

A donation was also made to the Travel Foundation - which works 

to ensure that tourism benefits local people and the environment.

IN 2019, WE SAID BY 2025 

IN 2020, WE DID THESE THINGS

We would establish a Charitable Trust with an  

environmental focus 

Becoming B Corp is one of our proudest 
achievements and a huge opportunity 
for us to grow and learn from a 
supportive community of like-minded, 
businesses.  

The trust was created to champion 
and support environmental causes 
and to date has donated to three  
key areas. We will continue to  
support these causes through 
the trust in addition to supporting 
environmental charities though our 
team of co-owners.

https://treesisters.org/
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Our B-Corp  
community
COMMUNICATING OUR B CORP 
STATUS:  
How we’ve communicated our B Corp 

certification 

OUR WEBSITE: 
We’ve created our own dedicated B Corp pages 

on the Sawday’s website to share the message 

with our community of guests, owners and the 

wider B Corp community. 

Sawday’s: 

B Corp page

How we do business 

Canopy & Stars: 

Working better  

PRESS: 

We also shared our B Corp status with the 

media: 

Hope 100: The movement towards better 

business (Positive News) 

Sawday’s announces certification as a 

registered B Corp (Business Leader)

Sawday’s achieves B Corp certification 

(Boutique Hotel News)

 

SOCIAL MEDIA:  
We announced our certification through our social 

media channels which were positively received by 

our audience. 

Sawday’s B Corp announcement on Facebook  

Twitter announcement 

SHARING WITH OUR COMMUNITY:  
We shared our good news with our community of 

over 3,500 owners and 350,000 guests 

Bristol and Bath B Local: 

We are now part of the Bristol and Bath B Local 

group which meets bi-monthly (currently via zoom). 

The purpose of the group is to ensure there are 

opportunities for collaboration to help reinvent 

business and support our B Corps in continuing to 

be a force for good. By being part of this group, it 

creates a local format to B Corp.  

The goals of the group are: 

Input from all on goals and desires for group 

Discussion of BCorp2BCorp and 

BCorp2Customer 

Open forum for comments and discussion 

Our partnerships with fellow B Corps  

This year we have launched partnerships with 

both Finisterre and Lily’s Kitchen  

https://www.sawdays.co.uk/about/b-corp/
https://www.sawdays.co.uk/about/good-business/
https://www.canopyandstars.co.uk/about-us/working-better
https://www.positive.news/economics/good-business/hope-100-the-movement-towards-better-business/
https://www.positive.news/economics/good-business/hope-100-the-movement-towards-better-business/
https://www.businessleader.co.uk/sawdays-announces-certification-as-a-registered-b-corp/76344/
https://www.businessleader.co.uk/sawdays-announces-certification-as-a-registered-b-corp/76344/
https://www.boutiquehotelnews.com/news/supplier/sawdays-achieves-b-corp-certification
https://www.boutiquehotelnews.com/news/supplier/sawdays-achieves-b-corp-certification
https://www.facebook.com/Sawdays/posts/weve-got-news-were-extremely-proud-to-announce-that-weve-just-become-b-corp-cert/10157537352180380/
https://twitter.com/sawdays/status/1200462527160881154
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2021 goals
PEOPLE & COMMUNITIES  

Engage and educate co-owners about what being a B Corp means and what 

we want to achieve. One step we’ve already taken is to merge the Sustainability 

and B Corp teams. We hope to run workshops and action groups to engage the 

whole team and improve our B Corp score. 

We will ensure 100% of the team have volunteered in the community by the end 

of next year. We have already established ties with the Forest of Avon Trust to 

do some more tree-planting days around Bristol in 2021. 

By the end of 2021, we want to have a total 10 community champions who will 

be funded through our bursaries scheme. 

We plan to re-invigorate, and be vocal advocates for, a more thoughtful and 

sensitive approach to travel.

We will create more cross-business partnerships and campaigns with other B 

Corps and employee-owned companies. This is something we hope to achieve 

through taking an active role in the Bristol & Bath B Local group and in the 

national Employee Ownership Association. 
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2021 goals
ENVIRONMENT & NATURE    

Renew C-Level Certification and assess progress to date, as well as off-setting 

our carbon footprint as part of our plan to become carbon negative. 

We will further reduce our plastic use and establish a benchmark on which to 

measure our success. 

We will review our relationships with the low-scoring suppliers we identified 

through our ethical supplier checklist and aim for 95% of suppliers to meet our 

checklist by the end of 2021.  

We will be reviewing our tree planting campaign with the help of the Board 

and we will create a detailed plan on how we will reach our target on planting

1 million trees and identify areas.

We will increase awareness of our Ecotricity partnership and measure how 

many of our owners are currently using green energy. This will allow us to 

establish a benchmark.

We will continue to use our Charitable Trust and partnership with the Quartet 

Foundation to support environmental campaigns and initiatives local to Bristol. 
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Sawday’s B Corp  
Impact Report 2020


